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A developer is working on a task with outgoing change sets in a loaded repository
workspace when a manager identifies a new, critical task that must be performed
immediately. There are currently no unresolved changes.

Without creating another repository workspace, how can the developer safely work on the
critical task without losing the pending changes of the initial task?

A. The user suspends the current change sets and starts working in a new change set.
B. The user reloads the repository workspace and starts working in a new change set
C. The user creates a new change set, selects it as the current change set and checks in
all changes.
D. The user loads the repository workspace in a different client and starts working in a new
change set.

Answer: B

An administrator has created a new type of work item with its own unique workflow. When
the users begin to use this new work item type, the available states and actions are not
from the expected workflow.

How can the administrator correct this?

A. Compile the workflow source.
B. Deploy the new work item type.
C. Bind the workflow to the work item type.
D. Publish the workflow for the work item type.

Answer: C

How does RTC support agile planning?

A. RTC support work item based configurable agile planning using time tracking, Gantt
charts, and out of the box custom reports.
B. RTC supports sprint planning with configurable plan types and plan views, an agile
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scheduler, complexity management, and ranking. 
C. RTC supports agile planning by importing and exporting plans to Microsoft Project to
calculate sprint planning and user allocation to tasks.
D. RTC supports work item based agile cross project planning including
predecessor/successor linking, prioritization and critical path analysis.

Answer: A

A developer using the RTC Eclipse client is viewing the history of a component. The
developer would like to understand which source files were included in one of the change
sets.

How could the developer accomplish this?

A. Review the Change Summary for the change set.
B. Locate change sets that affected the component.
C. View the change set's Open Related work items.
D. Export the history with the Include File Details option.

Answer: A

A team is struggling to find the correct build result and wants to automatically reduce the
amount of results retained.

How can this be accomplished?

A. Manually delete them.
B. Set up a pruning policy.
C. Delete the build engine and create a new one.
D. Delete the build definition and create a new one

Answer: D
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Management has requested that two RTC evaluation servers and two RTC departmental
servers be deployed. Each RTC server will have a firewall blocking access to jazz.net and
requires different installation packages.

What is the correct installation option?

A. use the Web Installer
B. use Enterprise Platform Installer
C. use IBM Installation Manager Repositories
D. use plain .zip files for the JTS and CCM Application

Answer: C

A development has organized the source code into components and found that there is a
strong dependency or containment relationship between two of the components.

What action could the development team take to establish this relationship?

A. Take a baseline of both components.
B. Update both component's Properties view.
C. Utilize a work item to link both components.
D. Create the Child component as a subcomponent of the parent.

Answer: B

A user notices that work items in the release backlog are initially unordered.

What must be done to update the ordering?

A. Move each work item to appropriate swimlane.
B. Set rank for each work item using drag and drop.
C. Set priority for each work item and click Reorder.
D. Promote or demote each work item using action menu.
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Answer: C

A user would like to set up a variable with a value that can be referenced in other fields of
the Build Definition editor.

What must be added to the build definition?

A. Labels
B. Variables
C. Attributes
D. Properties

Answer: A

A manager would like to create a query to show closed work items for a team area in a
project.

Which query feature is used to select the team area at runtime?

A. Current Team
B. Attribute Groups
C. Condition Grouping
D. Parameter Variables

Answer: C

What is the source of the data to create metric based reports?

A. RTC REST API
B. CCM Database
C. Data Warehouse
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D. Data Collection Component Database

Answer: B

A report author needs to produce a JRS report that only shows high priority work items.

How can this be accomplished?

A. Set up traceability links.
B. Link the report to a query.
C. Limit the project scope of the report
D. Add an attribute condition to the report.

Answer: B

A user wants a query to filter work items in the closed group of a workflow.

Which option in the query condition allows this?

A. Resolved
B. Unassigned
C. Unresolved
D. Current Iteration

Answer: C

A user needs to export the results from a work item query in the RTC Eclipse client.

Which of the below file formats can be used?

A. XML file
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B. PDF document
C. Word document
D. Spreadsheet format (CSV)

Answer: C

A development team would like to apply tighter governance of code towards the end of its
release 

How is this implemented? (Choose two.)

A. Restrict deliveries based on role.
B. Restrict deliveries based on access group.
C. Require read only attributes on work items.
D. Require change sets to be approved before delivery.
E. Restrict check-in to the developer repository workspace.

Answer: D,E

A developer has been assigned the following roles, in order, for the project area:

• Team Member

• Stakeholder

and the following roles, in order, for the team area:

1. Release Engineer

2. Developer

Deliver preconditions have been configured for the team area.

Which role is considered first during the deliver operation to a stream owned by the team
area?

A. Developer
B. Stakeholder
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